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Pralhad Shinde Bhakti geete
kartavya download.Q: Can I
terminate a metafunction
upon it failing? I have a class
template (which I don't own)
that has metafunctions such
as template struct some_trait
{}; template struct
some_trait { typedef T type;
}; template struct some_trait
{ typedef some_trait::type
type; }; template struct



some_trait { typedef
some_trait::type type; };
template struct some_trait {
typedef some_trait::type
type; }; When the argument
T has a const type, a variable
of that type would like to, if
possible, assign a non-const
object of that type to it. I am
using this to avoid
unnecessary code bloat
caused by unnecessary and
occasionally undesirable
copies. I expect to be able to
write the following: template



T
some_trait::some_func(const
T& t) { return t; } Since the
first value that
some_trait::some_func would
be called with is const, any
call with that argument
wouldn't change anything. It
would still need to be passed
in as a const reference. The
above would be fine except
some_trait::some_func would
be called with some
references that might need
to be changed. For example,



const std::list lt; const T t =
some_trait::some_func(lt);
would be valid, even though
some_trait::some_func can't
modify the contents of the
list, it may be able to change
the list itself. The point of
this is I would like the above
to succeed, even though it
may result in
some_trait::some_func being
unable to change the
contents of lt ( f988f36e3a
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